
Shop online for tools -it's fast and easy.

105 -piece Everybit- ratcheting
screwdriver set
Includes patented Quadra-Torq° ratcheting driver plus
103 bits and accessories in a molded carrying case. The
driver has three settings and develops up to four times
the torque of most conventional models. Includes
manufacturer's lifetime warranty.
910-5242 39.99

26 -piece 3 -way ratchet
bit and socket set
You'll save time and do it right the first time with this
3 -way ratcheting driver and 25 -piece assortment of bits.
Includes ratcheting handle, socket adapter, 10
screwdriver bits, 7 SAE sockets, 7 metric sockets and
fitted case. Includes manufacturer's lifetime warranty.
910-5236 19.99

5 -piece ratchet wrench sets
with fast reverse
Each wrench allows rapid pushbutton reverse -no need
to remove tool from work. Includes manufacturer's
lifetime warranty.

SAE. Includes / '/4/ /7.32 " X 9./ 32 X 5./ 16, 3.8/ " X1.16 ",/ " X9.16

9/8" X 1/4': 910-5237 19.99
Metric. 5.5mmx7mm, 6mmx8mm, 9mmx10mm,
13mmx 14mm, 16mmx 19mm. 910-5238 19.99

Cuedeco

Hard -to -find
bits for security
screws and
fasteners
Here's a set of 32 bits that fit

the most -used tamper -proof screws and fasteners, plus a
handy magnetic extension bit holder. The bits work with
nearly all power drills, cordless screwdrivers and magnetic
drivers. Includes manufacturer's lifetime warranty.
910-5247 12.99
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29 -piece home/hobby tool kit
Features a 3 -position T -handle ratchet driver with an
assortment of bits and sockets including a 10 -piece
screwdriver bit set. You also get two precision
screwdrivers, hex key set, magnetic extension bit holder
and case. Includes manufacturer's lifetime warranty.
910-5249 19.99III Basic tool kit

is a bargain for
any hobbyist

Say good-bye to the frustration of not having the right
tools when you need them. This high -quality kit
contains 26 of the most -needed tools in popular sizes
plus a convenient tri-fold carrying case. includes
manufacturer's lifetime warranty. 910-5235....19.99

7 -piece ball
head hex key sets
Ball head design lets you turn hard -
to -reach hex screws and fasteners from
up to a 30° angle. Both sets include
manufacturer's lifetime warranty.

SAE. Includes 'ku,5/32",3/16, 7/32';14'; V16" and 'l3" sizes.

910-5239 5 99
Metric. Includes 2.5mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm,
8mm and 10mm sizes. 910-5240 5 99
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Swipe for hobby tools

Dremel tool and stand
Used by generations of professionals and

hobbyists alike, Dremel rotary tools are ideal

for repetitive tasks such as grinding, drilling,

polishing and routing. Dremel tools are USA -

made and carry a 2 -year limited warranty.

Genuine Dremel MultiPro'"
variable -speed rotary tool
This powerful tool drives a variety of bits and accessories
at speeds up to 30,000 rpm. Great for crafts and do-it-
yourself projects, it's ideal for precision cutting, grinding,
sharpening, drilling, engraving, polishing, deburring,
routing and more on wood, metal and plastic. The tool
features a 1/8" collet with quick -change nut. A collet
wrench and five accessory bits are included (see sets
below). Includes manufacturer's 1 -year limited warranty.
910-3481 69.99

Drill press
attachment for
Dremel MultiPro
Converts the Dremel MultiPro
tool above into a versatile and
extremely accurate tabletop drill
press. Features a smooth -
operating rack-and-pinion feed
lever and a 6x6" slotted base
that accepts hold-down clamps.

The depth shaft is calibrated and has an adjustable
depth stop. (MultiPro tool not included.)
910-3482 39.99

Get the most from your Dremel or other high-speed rotary tool
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58 -piece deluxe accessory set
for use with rotary tools
Everything you need for grinding, cutting, engraving,
cleaning and polishing nearly any material: 12 "red"
cut-off discs, 12 heavy-duty cut-off discs, 6 diamond
points, 6 grinders, 6 wire brushes, 6 polishing points,
6 engraving cutters, 2 fiberglass -reinforced cut-offs,
1 mandrel, 1 collet and case. 910-3455 49.99

Dedeco
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134 -piece precision abrasive
assortment for your rotary tool
Cut, grind, polish, clean and more with the exact tip you
need. Includes 36 heavy-duty grinding wheels, 36 very
thin cut-off discs, 18 rubber polishing wheels, 12 rubber
polishing points, 12 aluminum oxide stones, 12 silicon
carbide stones, 6 grinding wheels and 2 mandrels in a
compartmented case. 910-3387 39.99

(Dedeco)
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134 -piece general purpose
assortment -a super value
Includes 36 heavy-duty grinding wheels, 36 sanding
discs, 20 heavy-duty cut-off wheels, six 1/2" cut-off
wheels, 6 aluminum oxide stones, 4 silicon carbide
stones, 6 grinding wheels, 2 reinforced cut-offs, 16
sander bands, 1 drum sander, 1 mandrel, case.
910-3453 29.99

RED NUMBERS
AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radioshack.com, by special order at our stores
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


